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The quoting of anonymous sources journalismournalism has received a great.deal

ofsattention recently. Newspapirs, magazines, trade journals and scholarly

pub:licat",inns have all addressed the ,i.ssue; however, most of the articlei and

studies have focused on anonymous attribution in tS; print media. The purpose

of this study was,to focus some attention'on the broadcast,mitdia by examining

the quoting of anonymous sources on network television newscasts.

s

.

. Some journalists look upon the. prattice'of anonymous attribUtion as a4

fIa

/ 2 .
. ,

"necessary evi 1
.
11 Granting, confidentiality to a news .source can have advantages.

, .
.

it can help a journalist obtain information that might otherwise be unavaila Ple.3

Z.

It can help protect the life,.1Iberty, 'job or property of a sou. e.e.41
r

late can give

1

comfort to a reluctant source and his peers and thereby lead to a more complete

and open dialo0e.between journalist .and.source.
5 It can make a story seem more

4.A

0

"dramatic" or "investigative" by creating the impression that a reporter hos secret

ources that are not available to other journalists.
6

. In short, anonymous attribution

can help acquire ,information plus sell papers or magazines and iucrease ratings.

Granting configientiality to a news source can haL disadyantages, too. It

can erode public confidence concerning the accuracj of news reports?-and the ethici

of.reporters.
7t It can allow one'person to criticize another without having to be

accountable for his/her accusations.
8

It is "quick f "ix" journalism- -the easiest,

fastest and laziest war to.gather information.,
9

It can be used by sources and

reporters to pass along exaggerated or even fabricated information.
10

In short,

anonymous attributiOm'don dumage journalistic credibility and distort the truth.
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In general, research' shows that anonymous attribution is a fairly common

practice in journalism. One study found that about 33% of newspaper stories

quotes; unnamed sources.
11

Between 70% and 135% of Time and Newswiek stories have

12.
.

0

been found to contain "veiled" attribution. Reporters-in Washington, p.C. have

said that approximately 28t of theil:\interviews are "off-the-record."13
4

4

Ir

4.

1,n a content analysis of "administration-related" stories on network television newscasts,'

it was found that in about 50% of the sentences that had attribution, the source was

unnamed.
14

V

Each of the three'cOmmercial .television networks has a formal policy regarding

confidential sources. All of the policies recognize the occasional need for granting

confidentiality, but caution .against the overuse of the practice.
15

The policies

include the following guidelines:

.
(1) Confidentiality should be granted only as a last resort after'alf oIher

means to acquire the necessary information, including Checking with otheies,

have been exhausted.

(2) informtionobtained from confidential source-s must be verified.

(3) Confidential'Sources should be described as completely as possible without

jeopardizing the source or the source-reporter relationship.

(4) When it is suspected that a confkdential source may have a vested interest

in the issue at hand or when the source makes .serious accusations, information must

be provided concerning tha:source's moth',
A

(5) Reporters should be prepared to divulge the names o+ confidential sources to

news executives.

on.

4
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Although most of the popular and trade press articles have generally

condemned the practice of anonymous attribution and most journalistic codes of

ethics caution against the abuse of the peactice, rase ''rch indicates that the public

is not overly concerned ox troubled by the qmotirig'of unnamed sources. Readers

seem to recogni,ze- the "cloaking" of sources and indicate that the practice is,

'justified in mlle'casel.16 Readers give reasonably hi.gh credibility ratings to
4

unnamed sources.
17

They percdive a controversial story to be more accurate and

fair when' no source or an unnamed source is quoted than when's named source or

two conflicting named sources are quoted

The problem with anonymous attribution, as %Path-so many other ethical concerns

journalism, is that when the practice is used sparingly and carefully with

strict controls, it.tan be an extremely powerful and. beneficial journalistic tool;

holiiever, when.0e practice is abused through indiscriminate use without proper

controls, it can diminish the credibility of.fo rnal?sm and journalists.

Public confid9nce in the credibility of thenews.media is'alreadS low.,
19

Some

* .

critic blame the declining public trust, in part, on the overuse of anonymous,

sources.
20 Others suggest that when journalists indiscriminately quote unnamed

eources, they undermine the legitimate use of such sources as a jdurnalistic tool.
21

In light of these concerns arvi since tejevision new is often cited asthe major

source of information for most people, it seems important to deter;ine just how

frequently unnamed experts are quoted on network television newscasts.

ow.
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44
(4). What percentage of network television news stories contain.anonymous

attribdtion?

(2).How frequently are unnamed sources quoted?

(3) What types of stories contain the most anonymous attribution?

(4) .How aPe unnamed. sources des,:ribed?

a

2

in Fall, 1982, two weeks of, network television newscasts were selected randomly

and videotaped.
2 2 The authors content analyzed the resultant 27 newscasts and coded

stories on the following variables:

(1) Subject matter

(2) Type

(3) Presence of anonymous attribution

(4) Frequency of anonymous attributidn

,(5) rm of anonymous attribution.

Story subject matter categories included government, economics/business,

unexpected events, trials, foreign policy, international, sports, weather, features,

politics/politicians and science.
23 Story type categories were reader, voice over,

voice over/sound bite and reporter package.
24

V
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Anonymous attribution was defined as adirect or paraphrased-cluote attributed

to an unnamed individual or indlviduals. The.anonymous attribution form categories

included associates, high stags, neutral, subbrdinates, pro/cop and experts
.

The reliability of the categorization of stories and the-identificati.on oP,

anonymous attribution was checked by comparing the authors' coding of threcyranAmly

r

em
selected newscasts. For the resultant 47 stories, the.percentage of agreement for the

prsence of anonymous attribution and for the type of story was 100%. For,the form

of anonymous attribution, agreemenk.was 97% and for subject matter it was 94%.
,26

Findings

ebout 55% 6f,the 416 stories contained at least one quote that was attributed

to an unnamed source. About 59% of the CBS stories, 57% of the NBC stories and

47% of the ABC stories contained anonymous attribution. (X2=5.186, df=2, p 407)

In all, 484 anonymous 'attributions were included in the 227 stories: CBS

broadcast 190 anonymrs "quotations® NBC 163 and ABC 131. 1F=3.462, df=2, p 403)

The.percentage_of stries.containing anonymous attribution remained-fairly

,constant across all subject matter categories." See Table 1: Unnamed experts were

quoted most oft;-n in sports, feuire and unexpected event stories,. but the differences

among'the categories were not statistically significanc.
27

(X
?
=
;

df=10 ns)
a

In addition, the diffei-ences among the networks were not statistically significant.

-e r,14,
(X2=13.300, 'df=20, ns)

a
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There were some dramatic differences by Story.typeO.heugh.. About 71% ofYthe
4

reporter packages contained anonymous attribution, compared to 39% of the voice over

stor)es, 32k of the reader stories and 22% of the voice over /sound bites.

: (X
2
=62.181, df=3, p 4.001) The overall differences among the networks were not

/

.
, 2'

,,

.

statistically signifitant(X =9.253, df=6, ns), but more CBS reporter packages

contained anonymous attribution than did ABC or NBC packages.' See Table 2..
.

The types of anonymous%sources varied somewhat, too. "Neutral" sources were

quoted most often,' followed by '!experts" and."high status" sources. CBS and NBC
, .

<. .
.

, .

'quoted "neutral" sources more oftenthan uid ABC.. CBS and ABC quoted "pro/con"'

,sourcesAore often than did.NBC. ABC and NBC quoted "experts" more often than did

CBS. (X2=18.845, df=10, p <05) See Tab`e 3.
I

The most common word used to describe an anonymous source was"officiel."

A

The iietworks made 64 references to various "Officials," followed by "sources"(19),.

"experts"(17) and'"aides"(14):

Among the other anonymous source descriptors used were observers, rfsearchers,

investigators, analysts, forecastersparti,Fipants, insiders, members,,authorities,\
cops, agents, critics, leaders, liberals, conservatives, republicans, democrats,

scientists, specialists, staffers, survivors, spokesmen, diplomats, doctors,

businessmen, friends, promoters, economists and retailers.
A

Finally, while not technically counted as anonymous quotes, 24l3 sound bites

1
from people Oho'were not verbally identified were used by thesnetrrks. The names'

of the people were superimposed on the st.-gen, but, in light of-research that has ,

V
found that most people "watch" television news while doing somethitig *Ise, such

sound bites may,. very well be perce -tved as anonymous.
vi

CBS aired 128 "super-only"

quotes, ABC aired 57 and NBC aired 55. (F=103.744, df=2, p <01)

S
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Discussion

S.

t

15

Anonymous attribution was included in about55% of the network television

news stories analyzed in this study. "In all, 484 quotes were attriSuted to

unnamed sources., CBS used anonymous attribution More often than did NBC or. ABC.

The subject matter of Stories.clid not seem tQ affect the use of unnamed

sou'rces very much, buianonyMous attribution did vary, by the presentation style o$

stories. Reporter, packages contained anonymous sources much more often'than did

voice overs, readers and voice over/sound bites..

"Neutral" anonymous sources were qubted most often, followed byfexperts"

and "high status" soyrce%. "Official" was the most common iloT4.1 used to describe

an ynknown expert. "Source," !'expert" and "aide" were also popular.

hn the 27 newscasts analyzed, 240 interview subjects were not identified

verbaLly by,a reporter or anchorperson. CBS used such sound.bites more often

than did ABC or NBC.
4

Even though slightly.more than half of the network.televisionkgews stories

analyzed in this study contained anonymous attribupon, in most stores, whenever

A
if type of attribution was given, the source was clearly identified. In the 227

stories that contained anonymous attribution, 109 contained just one reference to 4%

an unknown expert, 50 contained two, 35 had three, 15 Mhad four had five, 7 had
,

/ 4
m 0 ,9

.

six, 2 had'ieven an 3 had eight:

7
9
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' The real issue, orcourse, is not whether a soiree is named or not named, but

whether the information obtained from a source is accurate. Certainly, whenever, a

source is named, it makes it easier for-viewers to judge creAbili,ty, but 4t doesr:t7 1

guarantee that the information is true.- By the same token, just because information

--- has been obtained from a source who wants to remain anonymous, it does not mean such

information is false.

Clearly, part of a journalist;senction is to check thAeracity of' .

information--to verify facts, figuresiand Olegaitions--and to obtain comments from

ople with opposing points of view-olr conflicting data. Confirmation and

expansion of information should take place r,e.ardless of whether has been

obtained from an "on-the-record" nor "off-the-record" source.

'If network television journalists follow theformal guidelines of their

news organizations, confirmation of statements made by confidential sources

presumably takes place before suchistatements are broadcast. This means that

instead of 04e source being accountable for the veracity of his/her statements,

the network news organization becomes accountable. .

If anonymous attribution is kept to a minimum and gts long as viewers accept

this transfer of accountability and know that reporters vularly confirm the
A

accur.cy of information obtained from confidential sources, anonymous attribution

can continue to be usad as.a legitihiate journalistic tool; however, such use is

jeopardized wtirrthe practice is employedindiscnimiately and/or viewers are not

aware of rigorous confirmation policies.
rr

10

f
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It could be argued that when more than half of the network nekis stories contain

anonymous attribution, the practice4is being used too often. In addition, in the

newscasts analyzed, there wls no apparent effort by writons, reporters or anchormen

to inform viewer's that any inforMation, espec..ially that pbtained froill confidential

sources, had,t;een confirmed:

light of these findings and in'an effort to increase public confidence. in

the news media, network news orgaoizations might consider restricting their
. ,

.

-.
t

granting of cordidentiarty to sourceS 'stri,ctly adhering to their formal, news
,e'

policies regarding anonymous at!:ribution and letting viewers know more about how

the. information in news stories. is L:orifirmed.

Jed

{
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Stories Containing

'LE1

6

Anonymous Attribution in Percent by Network
4:1k.

Story Categori,

,

Total

(14.416)

.ABC

'(144)

GOvernment "52 50
0

Business/Economy 52 55

Unexpected'Event0 64 45

Trials 42 36

Foreign Policy 54 50

International 56 45

Sports. 65 57'

Weather 44 33

Feature/Entertainment 64 75

Politics/Politicians 50

Science/Medicine 54
,

38

CBS 'NBC
(137)
62

6u

67

27

63

57

75

r-

(135)
46

38 .:.

87
,

67

46"

'73

6o

.,

8o 20 .,

50 75

.80 5o'

58 67
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TABLE 2
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Types of Stories Containing Anonymous Attribution in PerCent by Network

Store Type Total ABC
(N =4163. (144)

Reader 32 36

Voice Over 39 31

Voice Over/ibund Bite

Reporter Packa

* X2=24.549, df=2, p <01)

4

22 s 50

71 58' 85 71*

CBS
(137)

NBC .

(135)

28 32

44 56'
0

0 0 e

I
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TABLE 3

Types of Anonymgus Sources Quoted in .Percent by NetWbrk

b

-"'"
Type of Source Total -l'ABC

(N=450) (120)
CBS'

(170)
NBC

(160)

Associate 2 4. 2 4 1

IW

High Status 1 25 22. '24 29
0

Neutral 31 23 31

Subordinate
.5

° 5 3 6

Pro/Con 11 13 13 6

Expert -' 26 22 33 27

ft

I.

O
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